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Application Note

With SKF’s Analysis and Reporting Module version 1.5, it is now 
possible to produce detailed and customized reports from your 
balance module results, using the Microsoft® Word Report Generator 
Expert. Field names in the balance report file are used to attach 
results to bookmarks defined in a Microsoft Word template (.dot) 
file, allowing you to produce balance reports using your company 
standard formats.

The balance report file as unloaded from your analyzer contains 
two columns of text information. The left column is the name of the 
parameter measured or set and the right column shows the value 
recorded:

The left column entries are listed by the Microsoft Word Report 
Generator Expert as fields supplying values for output. If you select 
one of these fields, for example, “Plane1-Type” and associate it with 
a bookmark in the Microsoft Word template, from the example 
above, a value of “Fixed” would be written to the report document.

A set of sample templates are shipped with the software, including 
two specifically for balance reports. Opening the template in 
Microsoft Word shows the bookmarks defined[1]:

Plane1-Type: 1 Fixed

Plane1-NoPositions: 3

Plane1-Offset: 0.000000

Plane1-Coupling: 0 X

Plane1-ICP: 1 Yes If you cannot see the bookmark symbols (shown as an I-beam 
symbol thus I), go to Tools | Options and check the Bookmarks 
control on the View tab.

You can use Microsoft Word to create a template for your reports 
containing any sort of information or layout you wish, including 
graphics like company logos. The full power of Microsoft Word is 
available for you to create the report as you like it.

Bookmarks are used to define locations where SKF Analysis and 
Reporting Module will be able to write out values when creating a 
document using this template.  It is best if you name the bookmarks 
using the same field identifiers as used in the balance report.



For example, to define a bookmark to receive information on 
“Plane1-Type” as in the example above, select the position in the 
template where this information is to go and choose Insert | 
Bookmark from the menu. You can then enter the bookmark name 
in the Bookmark dialog[1]:

Note that your bookmark names cannot include any spaces or • 
hyphens.

When you click Add, the bookmark will be added to your template[1]:

Once you have set up and saved your template file (make sure that 
you have opened it as a template rather than created a new 
document from it) you will be ready to set up a Microsoft Word 
Report in SKF Analysis and Reporting Module to use to create 
balance reports.

In the SKF Analysis and Reporting Module window, open or select 
a balance report (.bal) file – the contents will be shown in the right 
panel of the main window.

 

There is some extended data that may be entered to supplement 
the information from the balance file – this data is entered using a 
special form in SKF Analysis and Reporting Module and is stored 
with the balance report in the .pds file.

To enter or edit the extra balance report data, go to Edit | Enter 
balance report data. This will open up the Balance Report 
Information dialog[1]:

The main information entered here is up to five pairs of correction 
weight data – you can enter both a mass and an angle for each. You 
may also put in a date and time and the operator name.

When you are ready to produce the report, choose Reports | 
Microsoft Word Report Generator Expert. On the welcome page, 
click Next to go to the page for selection or creation of reports[1]:

You can either create a new report or use one of the pre-defined 
ones. SKF Analysis and Reporting Module ships with a sample report 
that works with the two-plane balance report template. If you are 
using this template or a modified version of it, select that report, 
otherwise, you could create a new one by clicking the New button.
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Once you have made your selection, click on Next to go on with 
defining the report.

On the next page, you can edit the report name and choose the 
template[1]:

Make your selections and click on Next. The application will load the 
template specified and read its bookmarks[1]:

This leads to a page where you can choose the bookmarks from 
your template. In the list box on this page are listed the record fields 
that the software recognises as being available for a balance report.

 

 

The report is set up by assigning bookmarks in your template to 
these fields; for instance, to get the type of plane one in the report, 
you need to select the field called “Plane1-Type” and assign a 
bookmark to it[1]:

Use the Select bookmark drop-down list, which contains all of the 
bookmarks read from the template, to select the new bookmark we 
defined earlier called “Plane1Type”[1]:
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You can now select this bookmark to be the place in the document 
where the value for Plane1-Type can be written[1]:

When you have selected all of the bookmarks you need, click Next to 
go to the page where you can choose where the file will be created 
and how it will be named[1]:

You can use the record name for the document, generate a unique 
GUID or enter a name manually. Duplicated file names will have a 
number added on creation to ensure nothing gets overwritten.

 

 

You can also choose the output path for the document – this defaults 
to your own personal documents path, but can be changed to any 
other path. This value is stored as part of the report set up, so you 
can have different reports writing files to different locations if 
required.

Click Next to generate the report document; a progress bar will 
show the report creation progress[1]:

Once complete, a summary page will be shown which includes a 
button you can click to view the actual file created in Microsoft 
Word[1]:
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Click the View files button to display your completed and saved 
balance report[1]:

You can see the value of “Fixed” has been written to the 
“Plane1Type” bookmark that we defined earlier.

You may define any number of different reports in SKF Analysis 
and Reporting Module for creating Microsoft Word documents, using 
any templates that you create or modify.  The software automatically 
saves any changes you make to your reports and there is a handy 
quick report function that you can call up to run the last selected 
report on your data and run it directly without having to go through 
any of the editing process:

The Default Word report option will run the last report you used or 
you can choose Select Word report to run (without modifying) any 
other previously defined report.  (The default report is shown with a 
tick).

You can also access these functions directly from the toolbar:

 

 

Once the report has been run, a message dialog will show you the 
results of the operation and allow you to view the document created:

Here is an example of a single plane balance report:

 

[1] Microsoft Word screen shots reprinted with permission from Microsoft Corporation.
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Here is an example of a two plane balance report:
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